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DISAPPOINTMENT 
AT RING CEREMONY 
vf!eather andparking disappoint attendees 
Matthew Stapleton to make up for the delayed 
Addr~s~ http II p 12 \9 5G J.11 Code ✓842 News Editor start time, but at the end 
no one was listening to the 
Once a semester, · the names, and I thought that was
ADOBE 
Clemson Alumni Association a shame. This is a really special 
DIGITAL STUDIO (CM) hosts the Ring time for these students, and 
Ceremony, in which future even though the situation was 
alumni receive their Clemson not ideal, it didn't give people 
class ring. Traditionally, the license to be disrespectful." 
the ceremony is held in However, some students 
Littlejohn Coliseum, but still found the ceremony 
due to current construction, enjoyable. "We got a good 
the event moved to the T. laugh being a part of the 
Ed Garrison Arena this year. livestock show and the 
The event took place on comfort that I wouldn't fall in 
Monday, Nov. 2, and was set my shoes in the packed dirt 
to begin at 7 p.m. However, or trip in front of President 
many students voiced their Clements, which no one did 
concerns thankfully, was 
a bonus," saidabout how 
The Adobe Digital Studio is located on the fifth floor of the Cooper Library for student use. Annie Ahrans,wasthe event " ... it didn't 
Alexis Trumble content creators - not just now familiar with." "This is a great work run, as the a seniorgive people the English major.Conm'butor- regurgitators of information. Senior industrial environment," said Smith . rain caused 
Everything in the studio engineering students "The space is well utilized. mud outside license to be "The rain 
With whiteboards, was selected with a certain Jawaan Smith, Taylor Even though we came in the arena, and the traffic disrespectful. " 
interactive video screens, a purpose in mind. We want Koonts, Nicholas Neerhof during a high-traffic time, and incoming couldn't have 
Creative Bar (a multi-level students to be innovative and Naomi Paz use the there were enough seats for traffic became - CAROLINE BRITTINGHAM gotten in the 
collaborative workspace), and to think outside collaborative video boards my group members." backed up way; it was still 
a searchable Behance the box." to work on their group The high-tech, stylistic for the event. a great night." 
monitor wall and audio/ Adobe Digital project for Industrial layout of the studio is According 
video production rooms, the Studio Interns, like senior Engineering 4650, facilities appealing to students like to Clemson University Chief Information including 
marketing and psychology planning and layout. Koonts, who feel that of Police Eric Hendricks, the date and location of theAdobe Studio located on the 
student Kaitlyn Kooi, staff "We came in here to "the style here is very the traffic problems were Spring 2016 Ring Ceremonyfifth floor of Cooper Library 
is now open for student use. the studio during support work because we wanted postmodern. A lot of study due to a misunderstanding remains unavailable. It will 
After its unofficial hours to assist students to have a central monitor areas are very cookie­ with an outside company most likely not take place in 
opening on Sept. 18 and a with creative projects to view our layout on," cutter and are arranged the who ran the parking services Littlejohn, as the stadium is 
and presentations. says Neerhof. "This same way, but this one is there. "We helped with not predicted to be finishedribbon-cutting ceremony on 
Oct. 16, the studio boasts "My job is to help drastically improves our so unique." outgoing traffic, but without until late 2016-2017. 
students when they have communication abilities. Students who wish parking attendants to help On Nov. 3, the Clemsonopen space, collaborative 
work zones and some of the questions about Adobe Instead of having to look to use digital production direct attendees to park, the Alumni assoc1at1on issued 
most advanced technology software and facilitate the over someone's shoulder at rooms in the studio such as incoming traffic became very an apology detailing the 
usage of our audio and their individual computer the state-of-the-art audio congested," said Hendricks. reasons that the event wentavailable to college students 
video l?roduction rooms," screen, we're all looking at and video production According to witness wrong. Will Brasington,across the nation. 
Wesley Smith, media said Kooi. "I love that I the same model at the same rooms can make space reports, some students missed Senior Director of Alumni 
have been able to acquire time on a larger scale." reservations on Clemson. their name being called and Relations, mentioned thatresources consultant at 
Clemson University and a new skill as a part of my "The display is libcal.com/booking/adobe. had to return at the end of the department will be doing 
internship. I'm excited that intuitive, very user- Interns and other Studio the ceremony to receive their a thorough investigationmanager of the Adobe 
I've learned techniques and friendly, and everything staff are available to answer ring. Additional concerns of the reasons they blamedStudio, outlined the 
evolution of the Studio capabilities that are going to here is multipurpose," said questions and assist students came from the rain, which for the frustration with the 
be marketable even after I've Paz. "The lighting here is Monday through Thursday some reported to have event: poor weather andfrom its inception to its 
graduated. My experience awesome - it feels almost from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., ruined clothing and footwear. parking company failures.current state. "This concept 
was actually developed 18 with this software makes like you're working in a Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ''Apart from the awful For those interested in 
months ago and was pitched me attractive on the job tree house because of the and Sunday from 5 p.m. to weather, horrendous traffic, acquiring their class ring, 
to Adobe Headquarters market because several wood paneling on the walls. 10 p.m, although the study mounds of mud and the information can be found at 
companies and firms use I don't feel like I have to space is available to students livestock arena not being alumni.clemson.edu/clemson­in San Jose, Calif. We 
envisioned this space to programs like InDesign whisper or that I'm working during Cooper Library the ideal indoor location for ring/. The website details 
and Photoshop, which I'm in a dungeon." open hours. the service, the ceremony prices and will be updatedencourage our students to be 
was nice," said Caroline with the event location and 
Brittingham, a junior English date for the Spring 2016 
major. "The staff worked hard ring ceremony in the future. 
SERVICES IN THE CENTER INCLUDE: FAN TO FAN COMBAT 
Fans compete to volunteer the most 
that students participate inKelly Colwell 
between schools. Asst. News Editor• Help with Photoshop, Illustrator, lnDesign, Clemson won the game 
day Recycling ChallengeWhen game dayBridge, Acrobat, Flash, and many more last year · in the total recycledcommences, the football 
teams are not the only ones category with 60,724 pounds 
competing of recycled trash at the USCAdobe Creative Cloud Applications - the fans often 
competing against each other game. This year, Clemson is 
hoping to surpass this recordas well. The upcoming FSU 
game is a prime example of at the FSU game. Students• Access to a Greenscreen with video will provide recycling binsthis phenomenon. Cleiµson 
fans will be competing against and bags in the stadium and 
tailgating/parking areas as well98 other colleges with football technology 
as distribute recycling bagsprograms in the U.S. and 
Canada to see who can recycle before kickoff. 
As originally quotedthe most on a game day. The 
goal is to save aluminum' cans, on the Clemson Newsstand,• Assistance 
plastic and glass bottles, food, Clemson's recycling and 
paper and cardboard from custodial services manager 
Dave VanDeventer said,landfills. However, recycling 
is not the only volunteer work See FANS on page A2 
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The Clemson Percussion Band can be spotted playing at every football game. 
THE BAND 
Clemson Percussion ensemble plays performance 
in Brooks Theatre Thursday evening 
Katy Koon 
Copy Editor 
The Clemson University 
Percussion Ensemble, Steel 
Band and Drumline will be 
performing in the Brooks 
Theatre this evening, Nov. 
5. According to ensemble 
Director Paul Buyer, this 
event will incorporate 
music sampled from around 
the world, alongside the 
familiar sounds of Tiger 
Band's game- time pieces. 
"Many cultures make music 
using drums, so there's a 
great variety," Buyer said. 
The music of tonight's 
performance will consist of 
many different percussion 
instruments, from bass 
drums to tambourines. 
Percussion Ensemble, 
which consists of 11 
members, will be doing four 
pieces, including traditional 
marimba pieces from 
Mexico and a "Denkyem" 
piece from Africa. They 
will be performing 
music from Spain, South 
America, Japan and in 
Europe using instruments 
traditionally used in 
these different cultures. 
Steel Band, a six­
member group that uses only 
steel drums, will perform 
music from Trinidad, 
where the steel drum 
originated. Staying true to 
the music styles associated 
with the steel drum, they 
will be playing soca, 
funk, calypso and reggae. 
The Clemson Drumline 
will be playing several pieces 
that come from closer 
to home. A part of Tiger 
Band, the Drumline will 
perform two pieces from 
halftime: "Uptown Funk" 
and "Birdland." They'll also 
perform two pieces that they 
usually play after the games: 
"Game T"1me" and "Go, Go, 
Get 'Em, Get 'Em." The 
performance tonight will 
include a diverse selection 
of percussion music. 
According to Buyer, the 
performance will happen 
at the end of the semester 
because the bands have 
had the past few months to 
hone their skills. Concerts 
typically begin in November, 
after spending the earlier 
part of the fall learning and 
practicing. Drumline section 
leader Mitchel Colebank, 
a senior mathematical 
sciences major, suggested 
that students should come 
to the performance tonight 
because of the variety of 
instruments and music 
types from across the globe. 
"In Percussion 
Ensemble, we play over 25 
different instruments in 
one performance," he said. 
According to Colebank, 
they should also come to see 
the percussionists who play 
such an important role in 
the student section during 
football games. "When 
everyone starts dancing 
after the touchdown, that's 
started by the drumline. 
When you hear high­
pitched screaming after 
a touchdown, it's started 
by the drumline," he said. 
"Students will have a lot 
offun ifthey like drumming, 
percussion instruments and 
if they enjoy Tiger Band 
at the games," Buyer said. 
Tickets for tonight are $8 for 
adults and $5 for students. 
The performance begins at 8 
p.m. and lasts until 10 p.m. 
FANS from page Al 
"The GameDay Recycling 
Challenge gives us an 
opportunity to relate to our 
fans that we are a sustainable 
university. We have one of 
the top university recycling 
programs, and this is a great 
way for students, fans and 
alumni to get involved." The 
results of the competition 
will be released on 
Dec. 14. 
Junior sociology major 
Hannah Evatt said the results 
"are the most exciting part for 
her - seeing how much you're 
able to help, not whether you 
beat somebody. I like seeing 
the impact." 
The other fan 
competitions that will be held 
this year are all against USC 
fans. In the S.C. Education 
Oversight Committee's "Read 
Your Way to the Big Game" 
contest, education students 
from Clemson and USC 
will compete to collect the 
most books for their newest 
education graduates' classroom 
libraries. Representatives 
will be accepting monetary 
donations for books for three 
hours before kickoff of the 
FSU game on Nov. 7. They 
will be located in a donation 
tent across from Bowman 
Field, near the base of the hill 
at the Clemson House/Class 
of 1944 Visitors Center. 
"The Read Your Way to 
the Big Game" contest is also 
for elementary and middle 
school students. Students that 
complete a six-book challenge 
specific to their grade level will 
qualify for tickets to the "big 
game": the Palmetto Bowl on 
Nov. 28, when Clemson plays 
at USC. 
Fans can also participate 
in the Certified SC Grown 
Palmetto Series. To inspire 
more people to buy food 
grown instate, the South 
Carolina Department of 
Agriculture (SCDA) has 
partnered with Clemson 
and USC to connect fans 
and farmers through athletic 
events. The winning college 
will be announced at the game 
on Nov. 28, and walk off with 
the Palmetto Series trophy 
and bragging rights over the 
rival college. 
Points for the contest 
will be earned each time the 
teams face each other in an 
athletic event and through 
academics and food drives. 
The Certified SC Palmetto 
Series Food Drive to help the 
Harvest Hope Food Bank 
began on Nov. 4. The college 
with the most nonperishable 
foods donated by Nov. 23 will 
earn a point to the Palmetto 
Series competition. 
Fans can get involved 
by donating to the collection 
boxes around campus, 
going to 'EVENTS' on 
www.harvesthope.org or 
going to the Tiger Tailgate 
Shows outside of the Doug 
Kingsmore Stadium's 
Chapman Grandstands 
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at 
the FSU game and 3 hours 
before kickoff for the Wake 
Forest game. 
PHOTO OF TH 
Congratulations to students Grey Rhodes and Hayden Potter who were Cl!g3g_ed on the North Green. 
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WHO RUNS OUR NEIGHBOR TO THE NORTH? 
A look at the new Canadian Prime Minister; Justin Trudeau 
Rowan Lynam 
Online Content Director 
Canada - rarely on the 
forefront of the American mind. 
We admittedly know little about 
their politics. Aside from maple 
syrup, hockey and the funny way 
they say "about" as "aboot," most 
of our knowledge of Canada can 
be reduced to free healthcare, 
had gay marriage before us and 
"wasn't there that one guy who 
got caught with cocaine?" 
But what you might 
not know is that as Canada 
swears in a new Prime Minister 
(PM), it ends a 10-year stint of 
conservatism under Stephen 
Harper. The former PM opposed 
universal healthcare, advocated 
for bank deregulation, shut down 
women's and minority advocacy 
groups, turned the Canadian 
surplus into a debt, refused to 
acknowledge clean water as a 
human right and systematically 
disenfranchised Canada's First 
Nations People. 
Not to mention that he is 
the most bland and awkward 
human being I've ever seen. 
In case you've never seen one of 
his campaign ads, he actual says the 
words, "I enjoy many movies and TV 
shows ... some of which are available 
on online streaming services." 
Apparently he has a secret talent of 
managing to sound like a man-out-of­
time in the most awkward of ways. 
While many of his policy issues 
are still hot-button topics in the U.S., 
Canadian politics have shown a clear 
disregard for these conservative ideals. 
The liberal candidate, Justin Trudeau, 
won by a landslide of 184 seats to 99. 
Trudeau is a fresh face. Young 
and handsome at only 43, he's 
the son of a beloved politician 
and represents the liberal desires 
of a country stymied by a decade of 
conservative policies. 
So what's the problem? 
Well, a journalist tasked with 
following Trudeau was asked if he 
shared the same intellectual prowess 
as his father. She answered, "Well. 
No." She later went on to stress his 
"emotional intelligence" which sounds 
like something a guidance counselor 
might say to console a parent with a 
child in danger of failing math. 
Aside from name recognition, 
growing up in the public eye has also 
allowed Canadians to see every poor 
fashion choice and stupid party trick 
he's ever used to pick up women. 
His campaign painted him as a 
charismatic pretty boy, and attack ads 
focused on him not being "ready" to 
lead the nation. 
And they may not be wrong. 
Not that I think Canada should 
have stuck with Actual-Unfeeling­
Robot Stephen Harper, but the 
juvenile quality that Trudeau seems 
to capitalize on could prove to be 
more of a drawback than a benefit, 
especially as the U.S. looks to 
deciding its future leader. Whoever 
secures the White House in 2016 will 
work closely with Trudeau, and this 
lends me to view him with a certain 
amount of caution. 
While Canadian politics may 
ultimately remain on the back 
burner of American thought, I think 
it's important that we know with 
whom our next president will be 
working on the Keystone Pipeline, 
new trade agreements, U.N.. policies 
and potential strategies in the 
Middle East. And that's a man who 
thought that pretending to fall down 
a flight of stairs was a good way to 
pick up girls. 
• Opposes the Keystone XL 
Pipeline 
• Opposes austerity measures 
• Plans to run a three year def ecit 
• Concerned with climate change 
One of my struggles is 
Chicago protesters march against the Eric Garner decision. 
BAD COP, WORSE COP 
U'hat do you do whenyou can't trust the police? 
Charlotte Long 
Columnist 
The Huffington Post recently 
shared a blog by Jerome Karabel 
titled "Police Killings Surpass the 
Worst Years of Lynching, Capital 
Punishment and a Movement 
Responds." The piece explains that 
although the FBI issues annual 
reports providing figures on 
"justified police homicides," these 
data are voluntarily reported by 
local police forces while thousands 
ofofficials turn in no information. 
This shocking discovery has 
allowed police forces to get away 
with unjustifiable killings. But with 
video cameras revealing evidence, 
a movement is arising with every 
intention ofbeing heard. Although 
Karabel provided a substantial 
arnoun~ of support for the claim 
that this is indeed a racial issue 
by referencing the cases of Erin 
Garner, Walter Scott and Samuel 
Dubose, I am willing to suggest 
that there is more to this issue. 
The continuation of this 
unrestrained violence by police 
officers will ultimately result in the 
alienation of the police force for 
the entire nation. There are already 
huge portions ofminorities that do 
not believe that the police stand 
for law, truth or their protection. 
If Americans no longer place their 
trust or respect in the police for fear 
of unlawful violence, the system 
those officers represent has the 
potential to collapse. 
The case of Zachary 
Hammon illustrates the reach of 
police violence. At the young age 
of 19, Hammon was shot twice 
and killed on July 26, 2015, by 
lieutenant Mark Tiller in Seneca. 
The passenger in Hammons car 
was the target of an undercover 
narcotics operation, but Hammon, 
who was unarmed, was shot point­
blank afrer trying to drive away. 
Yes, Hammon was 
pamopating in an illegal act, 
and also committed an illegal act 
by driving away. However, what 
is disturbing in this case is that 
lieutenant Tiller's first reaction 
was to kill the 19-year-old. 
In online videos of the 
incident Lieutenant Tiller can be 
heard saying that Hammon tried 
to hit him with his car, but anyone 
watching can see there was plenty 
of space between Lieutenant 
Tiller and the car. Despite this, no 
charges have even come close to 
falling on him-something that 
I think should be reconsidered, 
based on the proof that 
the videos provide. 
It is not my mission to justify 
Hammons actions, but rather to 
focus on the unjustifiable acts of 
Lieutenant Tiller, who chose to 
end a life rather than choosing 
an alternative that would have 
still reached his goal of catching 
a felon. Although sometimes 
necessary, deadly force should be 
a last reson· for officers of the law, 
and must be proven-without 
a doubt-to be necessary for 
the lives of the officer or 
surrounding citizens. The risk, 
otherwise, is a complete lack of 
trust in the police force, as well as 
the law they represent. 
Featuring 8ubmluive Sam 
DOMINATION IS GENDERLESS 
figuring out what it means 
to be a man. As a short, 
scrawny guy with no sense of 
direction, I'm self-conscious 
about my masculinity. When 
I see buff dudes in public, 
I puff out my chest, but 
I'm pretty sure I look more 
ridiculous than manly. My 
emotions sometimes get the 
best of me, and I tear up 
during "The Help." Clearly 
I have multiple insecurities 
about my manliness, or 
lack thereo£ 
So when the thought 
of being dominated by a 
woman got the blood flowing 
from one head to the other, I 
freaked out. I first fantasized 
about this after a breakup. 
I felt humiliated when my 
girlfriend advertised over 
Facebook that she wanted 
to hook up with other guys. 
For some reason, I started 
wanting to be humiliated. 
Maybe internalizing the 
humiliation would help 
me cope with the pain. 
Maybe heartbreak woke 
up a dormant masochism. 
Regardless, I wanted to be 
dominated by a woman. 
A few years ago, a crush 
asked me what I look for 
In BDSM, submission can be both the male or female, despite perceived gender roles. 
in a partner. In addition 
to intelligence, confidence 
and kindness, I said that 
I sometimes would like a 
woman to dominate me. I 
knew instantly that I lost any 
chance of being with her. 
When I told a friend about 
it, he said, "I would never 
let a woman dominate me." 
Instantly, I felt ashamed­
like less of a man. However, 
within a year, I ended up 
getting slapped by a woman 
during sex, and it was 
awesome. 
However, the physical 
sensation ofpain is secondary 
to its psychological 
effects. I don't want to be 
harmed; rather, I want to 
experience pain as pleasure 
in a safe environment 
with a partner who 
simultaneously takes care 
of me. Being hurt and then 
held causes a comfort that 
transcends physical pain 
and pleasure. Ultimately, the 
dynamics of dominance and 
submissiveness are about 
mutual respect and equality. 
That's what I crave. 
That initial slap by 
a woman who respected 
me helped me realize how 
immature my hang-up was. 
While working on self­
acceptance, I learned that 
the hallmark of being a 
man is doing whatever 
the hell you want and not 
giving a sh*t. There's not 
reason to feel shame for 
consensual enjoyment. 
There's nothing wrong 
with a man's desire to be 
dominated by a woman. 
The anxiety that I felt over 
wanting to be submissive 
to a woman's will was 
rooted in the sexism and 
misogyny forced upon 
me and my male peers 
by society. Thinking 
that the appropriate 
relationship is male 
domination and female 
submission is sexist. The 
fear of female domination 
is misogynistic. A more 
important realization is 
that I am a human being, 
not just a man. Comfort in 
one's own skin isn't a male 
or female need - it's a 
universal one. 
I recently received 
the most sensational, awe­
inspiring slap. And the 
pleasure was less from the 
pain and more from the 
way she took care of me. 
I'm totally cool with that. 
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The initial College Football Playoff Rankings were released on Nov. 3. Clemson was ranked No. 1 followed by LSU, Ohio State and Alabama. 
STARTED FROM THE BOTTOM NOW WE'RE HERE 
Savanna Lewis 
Columnist 
Clemson fans will 
always remember Nov. 3, 
2015. This date marked 
the first week that rankings 
were released for the College 
Football Playoffs. It was an 
even bigger day for Clemson 
football fans who were able 
to shout and holler for their 
undefeated 8-0 team with a 
current 5-0 ACC record. This 
is the first time Clemson has 
been ranked No. 1 since 1981 
when they ended up winning a 
national championship under 
Danny Ford. Clemson was 
followed by LSU, Ohio Scace 
and Alabama. The first rwo 
teams out were Notre Dame 
and Baylor. 
Warning: this first release 
is only a starting point and 
was only to get an idea ofwhat 
the committee was thinking. 
There are currently 11 
undefeated teams along with 
several one loss teams. Even 
though Clemson was recently 
ranked third in the latest 
AP poll, their jump to No. 1 
over Ohio State depended on 
several factors. 
The most obvious factor 
the 12 person committee 
is looking at is strength of 
schedule. Quality wins can 
place a one loss team higher 
than an undefeated team, as 
seen in these first rankings. 
According to the committee, 
strength of schedule made 
teams such as Baylor and 
TCU difficult to evaluate. 
While they have seemed 
very powerful offensively, it's 
difficult to cell how dominant 
they really are because of a 
weak schedule. 
Another factor chat most 
likely put Clemson up at the 
top is strength of record. 
Clemson currently sits at No. 
1 in terms ofstrength ofrecord 
with several quality victories 
including four wins over teams 
with a .500 or better record. 
These wins could not 
have been accomplished 
without the successful balance 
on both sides of the ball that 
Clemson currently possesses. 
While many teams have either 
a powerful offense or defense, 
Clemson is balanced on both 
sides of the ball. 
This strength was proven 
in the win against Boston 
College when over 500 total 
yards were put up against 
one of the top defenses in 
the country and a shutout 
win against a Miami team 
that was predicted to be a 
competitive game. 
A very important 
observation to keep in mind 
is Notre Dame's position at 
No. 5. With Clemson having 
a huge win over Notre Dame 
and them still being so high 
up in the rankings, it's a good 
sign that if Clemson can keep 
focus and finish out the season 
with dominance, their chances 
of making it into the top four 
of the final rankings are very 
strong. Even analyst Kirk 
Herbstreit agrees Clemson 
has been the most impressive, 
even though in his original 
predictions he had Clemson 
at No. 3. 
Right now, the rankings 
would put Clemson in the 
Orange Bowl with No. 4 
Alabama. Without seeing the 
rankings first, Dabo Swinney 
was asked to share a few words 
on the show. 
Dabo explained how he 
knows these first rankings are 
based on potential, and the 
final rankings in December 
will be based on performance. 
Since it is only the initial 
rankings, things are likely to 
shake up quite a bit within 
the next few weeks as teams 
are put to the real test. There 
is still a lot of football left 
to play. 
Clemson defenders attempt to tackle a Florida State player when they played in Death Valley in 2014. The Tigers lost the contest 51-14 and will look for revenge this weekend. 
C CLEMSON VS. FLORIDA STATE 
Matthew Bridges Clemson player and fan, Death forward to a matchup against his offense rolling, and the against Clemson. Ifhe is unable a stout Seminole defense. 
Columnist Valley will be ready to erupt Clemson, the No. 1 team in defense continues to impress to play, backup quarterback Wayne Gallman has also 
come game time on Saturday. the nation, and Jimbo Fisher, despite giving up 41 to NC Sean Maguire, who started been a man on a mission this 
The game is finally here. Florida State has had the Florida State head coach, State last weekend. With a against Clemson last year in season, averaging 109 yards 
After a perfect 8-0 start to the an outstanding season. They said, "[Clemson] is a great wm on Saturday, the Tigers Jameis Winston's absence, will per game on the ground. 
season, the Clemson football currently hold a No. 17 environment to play a college would definitely have one of take over. Also, Dalvin Cook, Finally, Clemson's defense will 
team is set to face ACC rival national ranking and a 7-1 football game. It's one of the the best resumes in the nation, Florida State's star running be hungry to bounce back 
Florida State on Saturday in record. Their only loss, a 22- best, it really is." and denying them as a possible back, is questionable with a after surrendering 41 points 
Memorial Stadium. You better 16 downfall to Georgia Tech Unlike the record of playoff contender would be high ankle sprain. Jacques last weekend, so look for this 
believe that there is still a sour rwo weekends ago, was a Florida State, blemished by one absurd. According to Head Patrick, who rumbled for three unit to play with an attitude 
taste in the Tigers' mouths result of a blocked field goal loss, Clemson's record remains Coach Dabo Swinney, the game touchdowns against Syracuse on Saturday. 
after their matchup with the turned into a touchdown perfect at 8-0. The Tigers are . on Saturday is "the biggest last week, will likely get the With only four games left 
Seminoles last season. In this return in the waning seconds coming off of rwo straight game of the year because it's the start if Cook is unable to play. in the regular season, including 
unforgettable game, Clemson of the game. Following that road wins, including their last next game." For Clemson, Deshaun rwo home games, Clemson 
had the win in their hands on emotional loss in Atlanta, the win (56-41) at NC State. This There are several players Watson is coming off of one will need Death Valley to be 
multiple occasions; however, Seminoles promptly went on team has amassed at least 40 to keep an eye on for the of his best performances rocking against Florida State. 
too many unforced mistakes to destroy Syracuse 45-21 this points in five of eight games Seminoles. Everett Golson, of the season against NC If you can't make it to the 
allowed Florida State to take it past weekend, proving that they this year and has scored 58 Florida State's starting State, tallying five throwing stadium, make sure to tune 
from their grasp in overtime. aren't going to let one loss take and 56 in its last rwo games, quarterback, suffered a touchdowns and one rushing in to ESPN 2 at 3:30 p.m. 
With a whole year of revengeful the fight out of them. Florida respectively. Deshaun Watson, concussion rwo weeks ago and touchdown. He will hope to to watch the Tigers take on 
intent built up within every State will certainly be looking the Clemson quarterback, has is still questionable for the game continue his hot streak against the Seminoles. 
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Harlen Shackelford 
FSView Writer 
Interview by Elaine Day / / Contributor 
In anticipation of this weekend's matchup against Florida State, The Tiger went 
behind enemy bylines to talk to a sportswriter for Florida State's student newspaper, 
FSView, to get an opponent's view on the game. 
HS: I've gone back and forth quarterback to get settled. all season long. Clemson of Clemson's offense this 
on this since before the won 56-41. Coincidentally, weekend. 
Syracuse game. And I'm sure HS: A game between Florida that is the same score FSU I think where Florida 
I will continue to right until State and Clemson wouldn't beat the Wolfpack by just State may potentially have 
kickoff, given the unknowns be a rivalry without a little a season ago. What did the the advantage is defending 
with FSU's QB situation and trash talk. That being said, Tigers do wrong? Or was NC the run that 1s key to 
Dalvin Cook. Clemson's Shaq Lawson State simply that efficient Watson's offense, especially
TIGER SPORTS: Looking at Explanation: Dalvin Right now I'm leaning certainly started stirring the on offense? in the rain. While the 
the forecast for Saturday, Cook already plays like a toward a tight Clemson pot early in the week stating Seminoles rank No. 38 in the 
rain seems imminent. The man possessed. Clemson's victory. Jimbo Fisher is 14-2 "We're going to show Dalvin TS: I don't think the Tigers nation in rushing defense, 
Tigers have played a few Shaq Lawson surely didn't all-time against rivals. A loss Cook why he should have did · anything wrong, per they have only allowed four 
big games in downpours help matters. just feels overdue. Given come to Clemson by the se, but the Wolfpack's high rushing touchdowns all 
this season, including their If the halfback is ready everything working against end of the nigh t." If Cook score was interesting given season, and almost half of 
victories over Notre Dame to go I expect to see one F SU, I like the Tigers to is 100 percent healthy for the fact that NC State's Clemson's scores have come 
and Georgia Tech. What of the best performances squeak by at home, 31-27. the game do you believe that running game was lacking. from the likes of running 
kind of experience has this of his career on two weeks The Seminoles could easily the halfback can really be Quarterback Jacoby Brissett back Wayne Gallman 
FSU squad had in rain this of rest and everything surprise me, though. slowed down by Lawson and had a total of negative two powering into the endzone. 
season, and if it does indeed on the line for the company? W hy or why not? yards rushing in the game, Indeed, when the Tigers 
rain on Saturday, how do 'Noles. That being said, HARLEN SHACKELFORD: and top running back Matt played Boston College, who 
you see that affecting Florida Jacques Patrick earned There seems to be some TS: Clemson currently ranks Dayes did not even play in has the country's No. 1 
State's game? rookie of the week honors differing opinion as to which No. 14 in the country in run the second half due to an rushing defense, Clemson's 
against Syracuse in his first quarterback many would defense, allowing an average ankle injury. only touchdown on the 
HARLEN SHACKELFORD: ever start as a Seminole. like to see start against the of just over three yards per The bigger issue was ground was from Watson 
FSU's closest thing to a Patrick racked up 224 Tigers in Death Valley. D o rush. The Tigers have also Brissett's accuracy through himself. It will be interesting 
rain game was against USF yards of total offense and you think Clemson stands only allowed six rushing the air, as Clemson gave up to see how Watson copes 
this season. It was hardly added three touchdowns to the best chance of winning touchdowns this season three passing touchdowns with yet another rainy 
sprinkling at that, though. the scoreboard. against Everett Golson or against the likes of Notre after only allowing six all matchup combined with the 
The season opener was Sean Maguire? Why? Dame's C.J . Prosise, who, season coming into the Seminole defense. 
delayed due to weather, but TS: What is Florida State's along with Cook, is among game. Also, one of NC 
ended up being a rain-free biggest key to a victory TIGER SPORTS: While my the top 20 running backs State's touchdowns came on HS: Finally, give me a score 
game. Florida State hasn't on Saturday? initial thought is to go with in the nation up until this a kickoff return, and special prediction for Saturday's 
truly played in a downpour Maguire because the Tigers point in the season. teams is an area that the ACC showdown. 
at all in 2015. HS:The 'Noles could have saw him during the first That being said, Tigers have struggled with 
The 'Noles played handled Georgia Tech and half of last year's matchup I have confidence in all year. Overall, I never felt TS: 27-21 Clemson. I think 
turnover-free football and still be unbeaten if only they in Tallahassee, I'm actually Clemson's defensive that a Clemson victory was this game is going to be all 
more than handled the were able to punch the ball going to say Golson. I line's ability to contain in doubt, but the Wolfpack's too similar to Clemson's 
Bulls . While Jacques Patrick in on red zone trips . How do not think the prior Cook. Lawson himself impressive play was certainly earlier matchup with Notre 
dazzled against Syracuse, Florida State handles itself experience against Maguire leads the team in tackles not what a lot of Tiger fans Dame. With the high chance 
he hasn't had much in­ in chances inside the 20 truly matters because of for loss, with 13.5 tackles were expecting. of rain in the forec~st, I 
game experience to develop yard line can and will define the amount of turnover the resulting in 60 yards lost expect the contest to be 
the type of chemistry that this game. Tigers faced on defense after for opponents. Further, HS: What is the biggest messy and low-scoring. 
Dalvin Cook has with the last seaso·n. defensive end Kevin Dodd, challenge that FSU's defense However, I also 
team against an opponent. TS: Outside of Cook, While I believe that whose 10 tackles for a total presents to quarterback anticipate that the fan 
I'd watch to see the ball who are some key players the 2015 Clemson defense of 32 yards lost are good Deshaun Watson? presence will be just 
exchange hands between that Clemson fans should is capable of handling for second on the team, has as impressive; for that 
Patrick and the quarterback. know about going into both quarterbacks, I like really taken advantage of his TS: I've said it before, game, the stadium was 
If it's pouring, the 'Noles Saturday's matchup? the Tigers' chances with chance at playing time this but Watson's biggest flaw packed with poncho-clad 
seem like they are good for a Golson. He has been known season. is interceptions. He has fans from hours before 
turnover or two. HS::Travis Rudolph. Against to flounder a bit if knocked There are a handful of thrown seven interceptions kickoff until the very 
Syracuse, the sophomore out of his rhythm, and not others, like defensive tackles through eight games this end, and with the history
TS: Finish these sentences had a game some players only is Clemson's defense Christian Wilkins and season - a far cry from between Florida State 
-and explain: 1f Dalvin Cook would only dream of having. capable of doing jusc · that, Carlos Watkins, who have the two imerceptions he and Clemson, expect that 
is ready to go, __. If On a mere five receptions, but the crowd is as well. The been defensive staples for the had in five starts during the same atmosphere. 
Dalvin Cook is not ready to Rudolph accounted for 191 imminent rain will not make Tigers; I know they will be 2014 season. Plus, our Tigers just 
go, __. yards and three touchdowns. Clemson fans shy away, ready for the challenge that That being said, Florida got ranked No. 1 by the 
The connection between and with the noise causing Cook could bring. State defenders have only College Football Playoff 
HS: Clemson better be quarterback Sean Maguire multiple false starts during snagged six interceptions selection committee, so 
ready to play a ·perfect and Travis Rudolph was the Notre Dame game, I HS:Last week North Carolina this season, and there is no doubt that 
game on defense / Jacques scary good. know the Tiger faithful will State nearly doubled the with the promise of rain the fans will be out in 
asPatrick can step in a be there early and be loud, total amount of points any on Saturday, I don't see full-force to support 
respectable backup. TS Score prediction? making it difficult for any team had scored on Clemson passing playing a huge part this team. 
Elaine Day 
Tiger Sports 
Contributor 
COOK IS ABOUT TO GET BURNED 
Defensive end Shaq Lawson calls out former 
Clemson commit Dalvin Cook 
Dalvin Cook (4) catches a pass from his quarterback. 
Cole Little 
Contributor 
Clemson Tigers' defensive 
end Shaq Lawson told 
reporters on Monday, "We're 
going to show Dalvin Cook 
why he should have come to 
Clemson." Dalvin Cook, the 
wrecking ball of a running 
back who plays for the Florida 
State Seminoles, committed 
to Clemson in 2012 but 
backed out the following year 
to attend ACC rival FSU. He 
has since gone on to have an 
amazing start to his Seminole 
career: he is already one of 
the best running backs in the 
nation as a true sophomore. 
Lawson is a phenomenal 
player himself, but calling 
out Cook is a bold move. 
While the Tigers only gave 
up 135 yards on the ground 
against NC State, which 
is neither good nor bad 
considering the Wolfpack's 
rushing attack, they gave 
up several lengthy runs. 
Cook has victimized several 
opponents with his quick 
bursting ability, which makes · 
him seem like a doppelganger 
of Adrian Peterson, minus 
the Oklahoma Sooners 
jersey, and Clemson seems 
vulnerable to his power and 
speed this Saturday. 
Cook only had one 
rushing attempt in the 
early season clash with the 
Tigers last season. It will 
be interesting to see if the 
extra incentive to perform 
well against the team he 
lefr at the altar, so to speak, 
will inspire the beastly back 
to carry the 'Noles this 
Saturday afternoon. 
The corollary of that 
incentive should compel 
the Tigers' defense to apply 
extra pressure to preventing 
an FSU rushing attack 
from developing, as Cook's 
decommitment was a huge 
blow to the Tigers. Obviously, 
the pieces have fallen into 
place since then, but had 
the Tigers sported Cook in 
the backfield last season, 
an ACC tide would have 
been feasible. 
Regardless of the 
psychological aspects of the 
matchup, the game should be 
an excellent one, and Cook­
who appears to be fully healed 
from a hamstring lllJury 
that hampered him earlier 
in the season - is slated 
to have a good game. It will 
be up to Lawson and other 
key Tiger defenders to keep 
him in check. 
Lawson set the tone 
with his assertive claim, 
which surely got Cook's 
attention. We will see 
who gets the last laugh 
on Saturday. 
Amanda 
Hoefer 
Anna Blake 
Keeley 
Emily 
Dreyer 
Neale 
Madden 
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POLITICAL HOLLYWOOD:TARANTIN0 TACKLES POLICE BRUTALITY 
James Kidd 
on a chair to kiss his ass ." 
Many have questioned the 
extremely violent, but he 
doesn't understand violence. 
professor of critical arts at 
USC said. "So there aren't 
Asst. TimeOut Editor gratuitous violence in his Unfortunately, he too many things that could 
films, within the context mistakes lawful use of force be better for this film than 
When one mentions of recent mass shootings for murder, and it's not." for law enforcement to try 
Tarantino's name, many in the US. Calling police all over the and boycott it." 
things come to mind, from The question isn't if nation together, the various Admittedly, quite a 
the mandatory Samuel Tarantino is in trouble again; police unions proposed a few films have garnered 
L. Jackson casting, the the question is why. The ban of the director's latest much more attention than 
fantastic dialogue, but most director recently took part in film, "The Hateful Eight," they would have without 
importantly, the rampant an anti-police brutality rally coming out this Christmas. surrounding controversy, 
violence and gore. Love it or in New York. 'Tm a human Of course, Tarantino "American Sniper" being a 
hate it, no one can deny that being with a conscience, and wouldn't be Tarantino if recent example. 
there isn't a certain appeal to when I see murder I cannot he didn't issue some kind Regardless of the 
all the bloodshed following stand by," said Tarantino. of retort. "All cops are film's success, Tarantino 
the esteemed director "And I have to call the not murderers," he said to remains optimistic, and 
throughout his filmmaking murdered the murdered, and various journals over the last considering he still has a 
career. Unfortunately a I have to call the murderers few days. He explained that well renowned career afrer 
fair amount of debate is the murderers." he was only targeting police all he has said and done, 
usually not far behind Police unions in New officers involved in the his fans should be as well. 
along the way. York and LA were in an unlawful killings ofcivilians. Sure, the constant trouble 
Since the beginning of uproar after Tarantino's The director added that his that follows this filmmaker 
Tarantino's profession, he heated remarks so closely critics are "singling [him] must be a nightmare for 
has seemed to have a strange followed the shooting of out" in an effort to avoid his distributors, but it is at 
attraction to controversy an NYPD officer in East "dealing with the incidents least entertaining, if ·not 
almost as strong as that of Harlem."Shame on him," of police brutality that those refreshing for a big name 
his characters for carnage. said NYPD Commissioner people were bringing up." in Hollywood to speak his ~ ii: 
His longstanding feud with 
fellow director Spike Lee 
William Bratton. "There 
are no words to describe the 
Will 
boycotts 
any 
matter 
of these 
in the end 
mind with little care for 
the consequences. "We'll 
';;;
::,! 
over his constant use of the contempt I have for him to "The Hateful Eight" see what happens," the o 
N word is probably one and his comments at this award season buzz or box director concluded. "Maybe [ 
of the most notable . This particular time." office gross? Barely, if at all, it'll dissipate. Maybe it o 
culminated with Tarantino 
not only calling Lee a racist 
LAPD Chief Charlie 
Beck added, "Mr. Tarantino 
according to most estimates 
from film critics. "Tarantino 
won't. But I have a First 
Amendment right to protest 
};
j
but adding that the popular lives in a fantasy world. has always been the kind against police brutality as I La.::......_~ _ _......:.._ 
African .Ani~rican director That's how he makes his of figure who has attracted see it. And I'm not backing Quentin Tarantino, shown above, has din:cted numerow 
would have to "stand up living. His movies are conttarians," Todd Boyd, a down from that." successful movies such as "Django: Unchained." 
WHAT DO YDP MEAN 
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Getting to know Cooper 
Library's security guard 
freshman who have questions Nathan Goodroe 
about where everything is inSenior StajfWriter 
the library. 
If you have been inside "You could be making 
the library, specifically fifty, sixty dollar an hour," 
between the hours of 3:30 Wilson says, "but if you don't 
and ll :30p.m., Sunday like the job, you go in there 
through Thursday, then every day and say, "Ok, I'm 
chances are you have seen here." Some jobs you might 
Walter Wilson. He sits at the not be making as much, but 
security desk, monitoring it's the enjoyment you get out 
the comings and goings of of being there. Money just 
Cooper Library and keeping isn't everything." 
a watchful eye on everything Being the security 
and everyone. guard gives him power, but 
Wilson was born and he doesn't want to abuse it. 
raised in Oconee County. He "Don't look for what people 77777777777 
TABLES 
FOR 
GIANTS 
PlZHELPME 
worked many different jobs are doing wrong," he said. 
over the years, ultimately "Look for what you can 
ending up in construction. help them with." He says 
Once that job finished, he this profound statement off 
found himself working at the the cuff, as if everyone who 
Ramada Inn. On Halloween works in similar situations WHITE BOARDSIII 
weekend in 1999, he began a understands. 
woman who asked ifhe would Martin Luther King 
be interested in working for Jr. gave a speech to a group 
the security contract her of junior high students in 
company had with Clemson. which he talked about what 
Soon after, he began working they were going to do with 
in the dorms and Clemson their lives. He said, "And 
events. A few years later, he when you discover what you 
moved to his current position will be in your life, set out 
in the library. to do it as if God Almighty 
When Wilson speaks, called you at this particular t111 \J\it quickly becomes apparent moment in history to do it. 
that he loves his job. He says don't just set out to do a good ~ that it isn't just an office job. Set out to do such a good 
where he would come in and job that the living, the dead ESSAYS.LAB 
know what to expect. His or the unborn couldn't do it REPORTS, 
RESUMES!! SOSH! COMPIITTRSeyes light up as he talks about any better." Walter Wilson 
the possibility each morning would make Martin Luther 
Clp,r,m;,s tpp,m,,, . z 
brings. Each day will be King Jr. proud - he does his 
different than the next, and job in the library well . He IAKA l1IE ROOM YOU'VE ONLY ~i ~ 
thousands of students will has seen and met thousands BEEN IN ONCE DURING AGUIDED !i 
TOURI = come through the doors. He of students who have since 
enjoys speaking with srudents graduated and left. And 
who come up and talk to when he says he misses them, 
him. He regularly checks you know, wherever they are, 
on people, especially the they probably miss him too. 
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Across 47- Microbe; 12- Not a dup.; 
1-Departmentstore 48- Couturier Cassini; I5-Asscmbly; 
d,partmenr, 49- Keep possession of, 23- High school class; 
5- Fill to sutfuir. 52- Cool_ cucumber, 25- Used car locale; 
9- Roman statesman; 53- Four Comers state; 26- Gastropod mollusk; 
13-Saaamento's_Arena; 57-V'!Vllcity; 27-Quit, 
14- Violinist Zimbalist; 58- Metallic mixture; 28- Pomme or manzana; 
16-_about, 60- "TheJoy ofCooking" 29- Land measures; 
17-Snare; author Rombauer; 30- Fluff, as bang,; 
18- Flaming; 61- Denier's words; 31- Brolre off. 
19- Me neither; 62- Big dipper; 32- Pmon ofaction; 
20- Nichohis II was the bst 63- Christmas; 33- Fall; 
Russian one; 64- Frisbee, e.g.; 34- Musel~ contraction; 
21-Llre story; 65- Boxer Max; 37- O,est related; 
22- Milk and egg drink; 66- Sudden bbst ofwind; 40- Pertaining to compounds 
24- "Roots" author Haley; ofcarbon; 
26- Eye problem; Down 42- Fail to tell the truth; 
27-Swnmercamp trampotr. I-Damon of"Good Will 43- Debating; 
29- Lively; Hunting"; 45-0rcleof8owers; 
33- Storage ocnrer, 2- Make, a boohoo; 46- Killer; 
34- Scrutinize; 3- Final four O!Jl,; 48-_Mio; 
35- Letterman rival; 4- Highest singing voice in 49-Tear; 
36- Knock vigorously; women; 50-"The Tune Machine" 
37- Parsley pica:; 5- Navy builder; people; 
38- Fruit drink; 6-Anadi; 51- Make, lace; 
39- Sandinavian capital; 7- Threesome; 52- "Betsy's Wedding"star; 
41- Chinese wcighr, 8- Ballad ending; 54- Drop _ (moon); 
42- Coherent llght beam; 9-Cwdle; 55- Iowa city; 
44- Unmatched; I0- Bartlett's abbr.; 56- Sentry's shout, 
46-Begat; 11- Bull; 59-Test site; 
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HOROSCOPES: Winner's Edition 
I 
AQVABIUS 
Jan. 20- Feb. 19 
Now we're here. 
,,,,PISCES 
'I: '~ 'Feb. 20 - March 20 
Second place is first loser. 
'-4'=1-Apri/20 
~TAURUS'Te~,, April 21 - May 20 
,. 
~GEMINIlJJ~ May21-June21 
~ 
.... LEO 
July 23 -Aug. 23 
+jl 'VIRGO 
J!t Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
tz"i LIBRA -7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
w SCORPIO 
..-~~?,
'--i-- Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 
t,_, 
SACITrABIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21~ 
~1,,- CAPRICORN 
~ Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Ifyou're not first, you're last. 
He was number one. 
One is the loneliest number 
- except when you win. 
We're one but not done. 
No one ever calls them your 
silver years. 
It's lonely at the top, but who 
cares? 
6Ve'rc going in one direction. 
CU in the winner's circle. Oh 
wait - no we won't. 
We're number one, not 
number two. We're gonna kick 
the sh*t out ofyou. 
We started on the bottom. 
Horoscopes by: Saavon Smalls, TimeOut Editor and ~ustin Lee Campbell 
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